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1

Materials and Methods

If not denoted otherwise, chemicals were obtained from the following commercial sources in the highest grade purity
available and used without further purification: Iris Biotech GmbH (Marktredwitz, Germany), Merck Millipore
(Darmstadt, Germany), Biosolve (Valkenswaard, The Netherlands), PeptArt (Basel, Switzerland), GL Biochem
(Shanghai, China).
Water used was purified using a MilliQ desalting system (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany).

1.1

Expression and purification of peptiligase variants (Omniligase-1, peptiligase #1015)

Production and purification of the enzyme variants was carried out as described previously. [1] Omniligase-1 is
commercially available via Iris Biotech and Sigma-Aldrich.

1.2

Solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS)

Peptides were assembled on Fmoc-Leu-Wang resin using standard Fmoc-SPPS. Peptides containing glycolatetype of esters were introduced using Fmoc-glycolic acid as described earlier by Nuijens et al. [2]. Peptides containing
HMBA-type of esters were prepared using unprotected HMBA. HMBA (4 eq.) was coupled to a preloaded LeuWang resin using diisopropylcarbodiimide (DIC, 4 eq.) and OxymaPure (4 eq.) for 2x 20 min. Esterification was
performed for 2x 40 min using Fmoc-amino acid (4 eq.), dimethylaminopyridine (0.1 eq.) and DIC (4 eq.).
Esterification during scale-up studies of [T20K]kB1-L6 were performed using bromo-HMBA. Differing from previous
protocols, esterification was performed using diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA, 4 eq.) and potassium iodide (0.1 eq.)
for 16 hours at 50°C.[3]
In general, for peptide synthesis Fmoc-Leu-Wang LL resin (0.31 mmol/ g) was used as a solid support. Coupling of
amino acids was standardly carried out using Fmoc-amino acid (4 eq.), DIC (4 eq.) and OxymaPure (4 eq.) for 40
min in dimethylformamide (DMF). Fmoc-deprotection was performed for two times 10 min with 20% (v/v) piperidine
in DMF. Differing from these protocols during the synthesis of kB1 variants Fmoc-GG-OH and Fmoc-PG-OH (4 eq.
each) were incorporated as dipeptides. For MCoTI-II Fmoc-Gly-Ser(Psi(Me,Me)Pro)-OH, Fmoc-Asp(tBu)Ser(Psi(Me,Me)Pro)-OH and Fmoc-Asp(OtBu)-(Dmb)Gly-OH were used during the synthesis. Cleavage from the
resin and sidechain deprotection was performed using a mixture of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), triisopropylsilane
(TIS), water, thioanisole and dithiothreitol (DTT) (87.5/5/2.5/2.5/2.5, (v/v/v/v/w)) for 2 h. The crude peptide was
precipitated using diisopropylether, followed by drying under reduced pressure. Peptides were analyzed by HPLCMS. If necessary, peptides were purified using preparative HPLC.
Alternatively, [T20K]kB1, MCoTI-II and RTD-1 were also synthesized and head-to-tail cyclized using another
method described previously.[4] Briefly, the peptide precursors were assembled on 2-chlorotrityl resin using FmocSPPS on an automated peptide synthesizer and cleaved with 1% TFA in dichloromethane (DCM). The side-chainprotected linear precursors were then cyclized in solution via standard amide bond formation. The cyclic peptides
were isolated using preparative HPLC, followed by disulfide bond formation. The cyclic and oxidized peptides were
subsequently purified using HPLC on a semi-preparative C18 column to > 95% purity.
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1.3

Peptide purification

Crude peptide products were purified using preparative reversed-phase HPLC. Preparative HPLC was carried out
on a Varian PrepStar solvent system configured with a Varian ProStar 330 PDA detector (Varian, Palo Alto, CA,
USA).
The purification process was monitored at a wavelength of λ= 220 nm. Products were purified using a Reprosil Gold
C18 column (10 μm, 250x 50 mm, Dr. Maisch, Ammerbuch, Germany) eluting with a water acetonitrile (ACN)
gradient, with a flow rate of 45 mL/min. As mobile phase a binary mixture of A (MQ-water + 0.05 vol% TFA) and B
(ACN + 0.05 vol% TFA) was used by default. The gradient was chosen individually for each peptide. Samples were
prepared by dissolving the crude peptide in ACN/ MQ-water and filtration through a 0.22 μm filter unit.
Product containing fractions were pooled according to their purity, frozen in liquid N 2 and lyophilized (-90 °C).
Products were stored at -20 °C for further use.

1.4

Enzymatic cyclization

Ligations were carried out at room temperature (20°C) and the reactions were followed at λ= 220 nm by direct
injection into an HPLC-MS system.

1.4.1

MCoTI-II-L5

For one-pot cyclization and folding MCoTI-II-L5 HMBA-ester was dissolved in tricine buffer (100 mM, pH 8.5) to a
concentration of 0.5 mg/mL (0.1 mM) containing 5 mM GSH and peptiligase #1015 (final conc.: 1.8 µM) was
immediately added to start the reaction. After completion of the ligation the reaction mixture was allowed to stand
over night to obtain native (folded) MCoTI-II. HPLC-MS analysis was performed with a gradient of 15% to 40% B
(ACN, 0.05% methanesulfonic acid (MSA)) in 7.5 min.

1.4.2

Kalata B1

1.4.2.1

kB1-L2

Chemically synthesized kB1-L2 was dissolved at 0.3 mM in potassium phosphate buffer (1 M, pH 8.5) containing
3.5 mM TCEP. Omniligase-1 (0.5 µM) was added to start the reaction. In case of kB1-L6 100 mM tricine pH 8.0
was used as a buffer and kB1-L6 was dissolved at 0.15 mM, while omniligase-1 was added to a final concentration
of 1.8 µM.

1.4.2.2

[T20K]kB1-L6

[T20K]kB1-L6-HMBA-L-OH (500 mg) was dissolved in 500 mL tricine buffer (100 mM, pH 8.0). Omnligase-1 (25
mg, 1.8 µM) was added to start the reaction. Additional 500 mg of crude, linear [T20K]kB1-L6-HMBA-ester was
added every 30 min, up to a concentration of 6 mg/mL (1.7 mM). For one-pot cyclization-folding the reaction mixture
was diluted to 50% (v/v) 2-propanol supplemented with 2 mM GSH/GSSG. The mixture was let stand over night for
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oxidative folding to obtain (cf)-[T20K]kB1. HPLC-MS analysis was performed with a gradient of 25-45% B (ACN,
0.05% methanesulfonic acid (MSA)) in 7.5 min.
1.4.3

RTD-1

Both RTD-1 A and RTD-1 B were dissolved in tricine buffer (200 mM, pH 8.5) containing 3.5 mM TCEP to a final
concentration of 0.5 mg/mL (0.17 mM). Omniligase-1 was added to a concentration of 0.7 µM. For cyclized, reduced
RTD-1 the reaction was stopped after completion of the cyclization, followed by RP-HPLC purification. To obtain
cyclic, oxidized RTD-1 the reaction was monitored untill reduced RTD-1 was fully converted into its oxidized
counterpart, followed by RP-HPLC purification. HPLC-MS analysis was performed with a gradient of 5-60% B
(acetonitrile, 0.05% (v/v) methanesulfonic acid (MSA)) in 7.5 min (RTD-1 A) or 10-60% B in case of RTD-1 B.

1.5
1.5.1

Peptide characterization
LC-MS

The peptide purity was assessed using an Agilent 1260 Infinity HPLC system coupled with an Agilent 6130
quadrupole mass spectrometer (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) to determine the peptide mass. Separation was
performed using a Waters XSelect® CSH C18 column (2.5 µm, 3.0 x 150 mm. Waters Corporation, Milford, MA,
USA) column, eluting with 0.05% (v/v) MSA in a water/ACN gradient, with a flow rate of 1 mL min-1 and a column
temperature of 40°C. As mobile phase a binary mixture of solvent A (water + 0.05% (v/v) MSA) and solvent B (ACN
+ 0.05% (v/v) MSA) was used. A linear gradient from 5-60 % B in 7.5 min, followed by isocratic 95% solvent B for
3 min was used by default. For optimal results an appropriate gradient was chosen for each sample individually
(see Table S 1). The purity of peptides was determined by automatically integrating product and impurity peaks of
the relevant HPLC spectrum (λ= 220 nm).
Table S 1. Individual conditions for HPLC-MS analysis of different cyclic peptides.
Peptide

Gradient

MCoTI-II

15-40% ACN/ MQ-water (0.05% (v/v) MSA) in 7.5 min

Kalata B1 variants

25-45% ACN/ MQ-water (0.05% (v/v) MSA) in 7.5 min

RTD-1 variants

5/10 -60% ACN/ MQ-water (0.05% (v/v) MSA) in 7.5 min

1.5.2

Structural characterization using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

Peptides were dissolved in H2O/D2O (9:1, v/v) at a concentration of 1-2 mg/mL. The one- and two-dimensional
spectra (TOCSY and NOESY) were acquired on a Bruker Avance-600 MHz NMR spectrometer equipped with a
cryoprobe and the mixing time for the 2D spectra was 80 and 200 ms at 298 K, respectively. All the spectra were
referenced to 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonic acid at 0 ppm and analyzed using Sparky.

1.6

Cytotoxicity assay

The cytotoxicity of [T20K]kB1 against HeLa cells was evaluated using a resazurin-based cell viability assay as
described previously.[5] . Briefly, HeLa cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum and penicillin-streptomycin (50 U/mL), in 175 cm2 tissue culture flasks until 80% confluent.
5

Cells were trypsinized and seeded in 96-well flat-bottom microplates (5 × 103 cells/well) the day before the assay.
A serial dilution of enzymatically or chemically cyclized [T20K]kB1 was prepared in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle
Medium (serum-free) and the peptide solutions were incubated with cells in triplicate for 2 h. After 2 h, peptide
solutions were removed from the plates, replaced with 0.005% resazurin solution (w/v) in fresh medium, and
incubation for 22 h at 37°C. Sterile H2O and 0.01% Triton X-100 were included as controls, representing 100% and
0% cell viability, respectively. The percentage of inhibition was calculated using the Triton X-treated cells as 100%
inhibition

1.7

Trypsin inhibition assay

The inhibition constant (Ki) of MCoTI-II against trypsin was evaluated as described previously.[6]. A serial dilution of
both MCoTI-II (either cyclized enzymatically or chemically) in assay buffer (100 mM Tris-HCL, 100 mM NaCl, 10
mM CaCl2, and 0.005% Triton X-100, pH 8) was incubated with 0.25 nM trypsin in non-binding surface 96-well
plates (Corning) for 3 h at 25°C before the addition of 100 µM substrate (Boc-QAR-MCA). The cleavage of substrate
was monitored using a Tecan M1000 microplate reader every 30 s. The Ki value was calculated using Morrison
equation in GraphPad Prism 7. The assay was conducted in triplicate.

1.8
1.8.1

Computational methods
System preparation

The initial estimates for the structures of MCoTI-II bound to omniligase-1 were modeled using thymoligase
conformations as templates. Omniligase-1 conformations were designed from these templates using the Rosetta
protocol PackRotamers[8,9] with the introduction of the following mutations: I107V, N156S, D166S, R217H and
G222P. In total 33 conformations of thymoligase were used as templates: the X-ray structure (PDB: 5OX2),[7] plus
32 reactive conformations from a 100 ns unbiased MD simulation of thymoligase with its product thymosin-α1.
These conformations had the particularity of thymosin-α1 bound in a reactive conformation, i.e. with the carbonyl
oxygen of amino acid P1 within hydrogen-bonding distance of the backbone of Cys221 and the side-chain of Asn155
(the oxyanion hole), and with the carbonyl carbon of amino acid P1 within 3.5 Å of the sulfur atom from the
nucleophilic Cys221. The two hydrogen bonds connecting the catalytic triad residues Cys221, His64 and Asp32
were also present.
On these enzymes 30 NMR conformations of MCoTI-II obtained from PDB 1HA9[10] were superimposed using the
backbone of the P1 to P2’ amino acids. From these, the four omniligase-1/(cf)MCoTI-II were selected that presented
the lowest number of steric clashes between enzyme and product, and these were subsequently subjected to a
molecular dynamics annealing protocol to refine and bias the binding mode prediction to reactive binding modes.
The system was minimized and equilibrated during 100 ps at 300 K under constant number, volume and
temperature (NVT) and 1ns at 300K under constant pressure (NPT) conditions, while using harmonic constraints
to keep the position of the omniligase-1/MCoTI-II atoms fixed. Next, a 24 ns simulated annealing protocol was
performed with three cycles of heating from 300 K to 423 K during 2 ns and cooling to 300 K during 6 ns. During
the entire annealing protocol a harmonic potential with a force of 1000 kJ-1 mol-1 Å2 was applied to constraint the
distance between the P1 carbonyl oxygen and the backbone of Cys221. From the final 3 ns of simulation of the
annealing protocol, conformations were selected in which the binding mode of (cf) MCoTI-II was closest to a reactive
conformation. After this preparation procedure, we assessed the stability of these conformations by relaxing the
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systems for 20 ns of MD simulations at 300 K without any restraints or biasing potential. The reactive conformation
discussed throughout this paper was taken from the last 10 ns of one MD simulation presenting the most promising
binding mode.

1.8.2

MD details

The MD simulations were conducted with GROMACS 5.0.7 [7] using the AMBER force field ff14SB[8]. The initial
structures were placed in a dodecahedral box with a minimum distance between the solute and the box of 1.2 nm,
then solvated with TIP3P water[9] and counterions were added.
The temperature of the system was controlled via the V-rescale temperature coupling[10] with a relaxation time of
0.1 ps in the NVT ensembles, and via the Nosé-Hoover thermostat[11,12] with a relaxation time of 0.5 ps in the NPT
ensembles. Isotropic pressure coupling was applied with a reference pressure of 1 bar and a relaxation time of 2.0
ps using the Berendsen barostat.[13] The integration time step in all cases was 2 fs. Non-bonded interactions were
calculated up to 1.2 nm using a neighbor list that was updated every 5 integration steps. Long-range electrostatic
interactions were included with the Particle Mesh Ewald method.[14]
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2
2.1

Results
MCoTI-II-L1

Nomenclature:
(oc-f)- fully oxidized open-chain MCoTI-II
(c)- cyclic reduced MCoTI-II
(cf) - cyclic fully oxidized MCoTI-II

2.1.1

Oxidative folding of MCoTI-II-L1-HMBA-L-OH

MCoTI-II-L1-HMBA-L-OH: H-ILKKCRRDSDCPGACICRGNGYCGSGSDGGVCPK-OMBA-L-OH
12 mg of purified MCoTI-II-L1-HMBA-L-OH ester were dissolved in 8 mL of 200 mM potassium phosphate buffer
pH 8.5 (final pH 7.8) and reduced GSH was added to a concentration of 5 mM. The reaction was stirred overnight
and analyzed via HPLC-MS (see Figure S 1).

Figure S 1. Oxidative folding of oc-MCoTI-II-L1-HMBA-L-OH to its oxidized form f-MCoTI-II-L1-HMBA-L-OH.
(oc-f)-MCoTI-II-L1-HMBA-L-OH was purified via preparative RP-HPLC:

Figure S 2. HPLC trace of purified (oc-f)-MCoTI-II-L1-HMBA-L-OH.
(oc-f)-MCoTI-II-L1-HMBA-L-OH was obtained: MW exp.= 3716.0 Da, MW calc.= 3715.6 Da.
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Figure S 3. The 1D 1H NMR spectrum of (oc-f)-MCoTI-II-L1-HMBA-L-OH. The well-dispersed peaks observed
within the amide proton region (5-9 ppm) indicated that this peptide has a well-defined structure.

2.1.2

Cyclization of (oc-f)-MCoTI-II-L1-OHMBA-L-OH

Cyclization of already oxidized MCoTI-II-L1 was attempted:
A) oxidative conditions (+GSH/GSSG): 0.13 mM (0.5 mg/mL) (oc-f)-MCoTI-II-L1-HMBA-L-OH, 500 mM Tricine pH
8.5, 3.5 µM omniligase-1, 2 mM GSH, 1 mM GSSG.

cf-MCoTI-II-L1
(oc-f)-MCoTI-II-L1-HMBA-L-OH
140 min
80 min
20 min
0 min

Figure S 4.Cyclization of f-MCoTI-II-L1-HMBA-L-OH using omniligase-1 under oxidative/ folding conditions.
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B) non-oxidative conditions (-GSH/GSSG): 0.13 mM (0.5 mg/mL) (oc-f)-MCoTI-II-L1-HMBA-L-OH, 500 mM Tricine
pH 8.5, 3.5 µM omniligase-1, 2 mM GSH, 1 mM GSSG.

cf-MCoTI-II-L1
(oc-f)-MCoTI-II-L1-HMBA-L-OH

Figure S 5. Cyclization of (oc-f)-MCoTI-II-L1-HMBA-L-OH using omniligase-1 under non-oxidative conditions.

The correct disulfide bonding was confirmed by 1D-1H-NMR:
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Figure S 6. The comparison of 1D 1H NMR spectra of chemically (red, top panel) and enzymatically (blue, bottom
panel) cyclized MCoTI-II-L1 (above) Comparison of secondary chemical shifts of enzymatically cyclized MCoTI-IIL1 (green bars) and chemically cyclized MCoTI-II (grey bars) (below).

2.1.3

Modelling of the binding mode of (oc-f)-MCoTI-II-L1 in omniligase-1

The numbering of MCoTI-II amino acids was adopted from https://www.uniprot.org/:

2.1.3.1

Results

To rationalize the catalytic activity observed when we examined cyclization of the fully oxidized open chain MCoTIII-L1 precursor (oc-f) MCoTI-II-L1, we modeled the binding mode of cf-MCoTI-II in omniligase-I using a combination
of knowledge-guided docking and molecular dynamics (MD). We opted to model the binding mode of the fully
oxidized and cyclized product cf-MCoTI-II because the 3 disulfide bonds and the head-to-tail peptide bond
considerably restrict its conformational freedom, thus making it more challenging to bind to omniligase-I than any
partially reduced MCoTI-II.
The cf-MCoTI-II can bind omniligase-1 with loop 1, loop 6 and loop 3 at the peptide-enzyme interface, and with
peptide’s amino acids P4, P2, P1 and P2’ positioned in the respective subsites. Val7 (P4) binds in the hydrophobic
pocket formed by Leu78, Tyr86 and Leu126 and this appeared a very stable interaction when examined by
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Cys8 (P3), due to the disulfide bond with Cys25, is displaced from the S3
subsite and does not bind as deep in the omniligase-1 cleft as the P3 histidine from the propeptide present in PDB
5OX2. The S2 binding site is slightly altered due to the displacement of Leu126. This allows Pro9 (P2) to bind in
the S2 subsite and form a hydrophobic contact with Leu126. Lys10 (P1) binds in the same site as proposed by
Schmidt et al.[1] for thymosin-α1 in thymoligase. However in omniligase-1, Asp166 is mutated to a serine, thus there
is no ionic interaction and the preferred Lys10 side-chain interactions are hydrogen bonds with the backbone of
Gly127 and Cys8. We specifically searched for reactive binding modes, so the backbone of Lys10 is bound with the
carbonyl oxygen within hydrogen-bond distance of the backbone of Cys221 and the side-chain of Asn155 (the
oxyanion hole), while the carbonyl carbon is relatively close (3.9 Å) to the sulfur atom of the nucleophilic Cys221.
The binding of the propeptide present in PDB 5OX2 shows that the substrate backbone from P6 to P2 binds in an
extended conformation, forming an anti-parallel β-sheet with the β-strand from Val95 to Gln103. This is not observed
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in the binding mode we found for the acyl-donor part of (cf)-MCoTI-II, probably due to three reasons. First, the acyldonor part of MCoTI-II cannot adopt the required extended conformation due to the Cys8 (P3)-Cys25 disulfide bond
that displaces Cys8 and also because the P5 and P6 amino acids cannot lie in the omniligase-1 interface due to
the folding of MCoTI-II. Third, the Cys8-Cys25 bond brings loop 3 from MCoTI-II to the interface with omniligase-1
and pushes Val95 to Gln103 away from the amino acids P1 to P4, precluding the formation of the typical antiparallel β-sheet binding mode (Figure S 7).
Regarding the binding of the acyl-acceptor part of MCoTI-II, Ile11 (P1’) is oriented towards the inside of the cyclic
peptide, with its side-chain shielded by hydrophobic interactions with Pro9, Pro22, the two cystines formed by the
pairs Cys8-Cys25 and Cys21-Cys33, and the aliphatic chain of Lys13. Leu12 (P2’) binds in the S2’ subsite
interacting with the hydrophobic Trp189 of omniligase-1. This interaction is very stable during the whole MD
simulation.

Figure S 7. Comparison of the binding of the P6 to P2 amino acids in 5OX2 thymoligase (A - dark green) with the
bound propeptide (A - light green) and the binding of cf MCoTI-II (B - yellow) in the modeled omniligase-1 (B brown). The β-sheet structure formed by the β-strand Val95 to Gln103 and the P6-P2 amino acids (A) is not formed
in the omniligase-1 with cf MCoTI-II. This is due to the opening and disruption of the β-strand Val95 to Gln103
caused by the loop 3 of MCoTI-II, which has a disulfide bond to P3 Cys8.

Enzyme conformation
Comparing the conformation of thymoligase bound to its propeptide fragment (PDB: 5OX2) to the conformation of
omniligase-1 bound to cf-MCoTI-II as found by MD simulations, the most marked difference is in the β-strand formed
by Val95 to Gln103. In the omniligase-I complexed with cf-MCoTI-II, this β-strand is disrupted to accommodate loop
3 of cf-MCoTI-II (Figure S7). The disruption requires the shielding of the hydrophobic group of Leu126 in the Ser125Ser132 loop from the solvent with formation of stabilizing hydrophobic interactions with Val95, Leu96 and Val107
(Figure S8-B). The MD simulations thus indicate that the structural rigidity of (cf)-MCoTI-II caused by the Cys8 (P3)Cys25 disulfide would result in steric clashes of loop 3 with the omniligase-1 Val95-Gln103 β-strand, which is
alleviated by disruption of the β-strand. The distortion of this strand is unusual; a superposition of 83 subtilisin PDB
structures indicates strong structural conservation, with only 1ST2 and 2ST1 showing partial distortion of the
affected β-strand (Figure S8). We hypothesize that transiently reducing the disulfide bond Cys8 (P3)-Cys25 would
allow MCoTI-II to more easily adopt a favorable conformation for efficient cyclization.
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Figure S 8. A) Tube representation of the enzyme backbone for the superimposition of the modeled omniligase-1
with bound cf-MCoTI-II (only shown in panel “B)” as pink sticks) and 83 subtilisins available in the PDB. B) Zoomedin panel showing the interaction between (cf)-MCoTI-II and regions Val95-Gln103 and Ser125-132 of omniligase1, with hydrophobic shielding of Leu126. When compared to the other X-ray conformations, the largest difference
of omniligase-1 (blue tube representation) is in the β-strand formed by Val95 to Gln103 and the nearby loop formed
by Ser125 to Ser132 (bottom). Only PDB structures 1ST2 and 2ST1 showed a similar disruption of the β-strand
formed by Val95 to Gln103 (red tubes), but not as extensive as our modeled omniligase-1 (blue tubes).

2.1.3.2

Additional data

Superimposed subtilisins (PDB)
Without ligands: 1A2Q, 1AF4, 1AK9, 1AQN, 1AU9, 1AV7, 1AVT, 1BE6, 1BE8, 1BFK, 1BFU, 1C3L, 1DUI, 1GNS,
1GNV, 1S01, 1S02, 1SBC, 1SBH, 1SBI, 1SBT, 1SCA, 1SCB, 1SCD, 1SCN, 1SEL, 1ST2, 1SUB, 1SUC, 1SUD,
1SUE, 1SUP, 1UBN, 1VSB, 1YJA, 1YJB, 1YJC, 2SBT, 2ST1, 2WUV, 2WUW, 3F49, 3UNX, 3VSB, 4C3U, 4C3V,
With ligands: 1CSE, 1LW6, 1OYV, 1R0R, 1SBN, 1SIB, 1SPB, 1SUA, 1TM1, 1TM3, 1TM4, 1TM5, 1TM7, 1TMG,
1TO1, 1TO2, 1V5I, 1Y1K, 1Y33, 1Y34, 1Y3B, 1Y3C, 1Y3D, 1Y3F, 1Y48, 1Y4A, 1Y4D, 1YU6, 2SEC, 2SIC, 2SNI,
3BGO, 3CNQ, 3CO0, 5OX2, 5SIC.
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2.2
2.2.1

MCoTI-II-L5
HPLC-comparison of cf-MCoTI-II-L5 with native MCoTI-II

Figure S 9. Comparison of HPLC-chromatograms of native MCoTI-II and MCoTI-II-L5, which was enzymatically
cyclized (using peptiligase #1015) and subsequently folded in a one pot reaction (crude reaction spectrum).
cf-MCoTI-II-L5: MW exp.= 3451.2 Da, MW calc.= 3450.5 Da.
native MCoTI-II: MW exp.=3451.2 Da, MW calc.= 3450.5 Da.

2.2.2

Oxidative folding of MCoTI-II-L5-HMBA-L-OH

Folding of MCoTI-II-L5-OHMBA-L-OH was attempted under the following conditions:
0.5 mg/mL linear ester, 100 mM Tricine pH 7.9, 2 mM GSH.

200 min

0 min

Figure S 10. Oxidative folding of MCoTI-II-L5-HMBA-L-OH. HPLC trace is shown after 0 min and 200 min.

After 200 min complete conversion of linear oc-MCoTI-II-L5-HMBA-L-OH into its P1-Asn dehydrated counterpart is
observed (see Figure S 10).
A mass difference of -247 is observed, resulting from hydrolysis of the HMBA-ester (-HO-HMBA-L-OH) and
subsequent or simultaneous dehydration of the P1-Asn.
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Figure S 11. Asn dehydration.[15] B= base; X= OHMBA-L-OH or OCam-L-OH.

2.2.3

Trypsin inhibitor assay

100

MCOTI-II_chem

% Activity

MCOTI-II_enzy

50

0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Concentration (nM)
Figure S 12.The inhibition curves of MCoTI-II (chem: chemically synthesized; enzy: chemo-enzymatically
synthesized) against trypsin. The percentage of activity was obtained from competitive inhibition assay in triplicate
and plotted as mean ± SEM using GraphPad Prism 7.
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2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1

Kalata B1
Kalata B1-L2
Cyclization of kB1-L2-Cam-L-OH

0.5 mg kB1 A-Cam-L-OH was dissolved in 500 µL 1 M potassium phosphate buffer pH 8.5 containing 3.5 mM
TCEP. 10 µg omniligase-1 were added to initiate the reaction.

120 min
40 min
20 min
0 min

Figure S 13. Cyclization of kB1-L2-Cam-L-OH using omniligase-1.

2.3.1.2

Cyclization of [N14L]kB1-L2-Cam-L-OH

0.25 mg [N14L]kB1-L2-Cam-L-OH was dissolved in 500 µL 200 mM of potassium phosphate buffer pH 8.5 and 10
µg of omniligase-1 were added to initiate the reaction.

50 min

0 min

Figure S 14. Cyclization of [N14L]kB1-L2-Cam-L-OH using omniligase-1.
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2.3.2

Kalata B1-L6

0.25 mg of kB1-L6-HMBA-L-OH was dissolved in 500 µL of 100 mM tricine buffer pH 8.0 containing 1 mg/mL TCEP
and 25 µg of omniligase-1 were added to initiate the reaction.

15 min

0 min

Figure S 15. Cyclization of kB1-L6-HMBA-L-OH using omniligase-1.
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2.3.3

Kalata B1 T20K

Analysis was performed by C.A.T. GmbH (Tübingen, Germany).
2.3.3.1

Net peptide content determination of (cf)-[T20K]kB1-L6

Figure S 16. Amino acids analysis and net peptide content determination of cf-[T20K]kB1-L6.
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2.3.3.2

Net peptide content determination of (oc)-[T20K]kB1-L6-HMBA-L-OH

Figure S 17. Amino acids analysis and net peptide content determination of (oc)-[T20K]kB1-L6-HMBA-L-OH.
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2.3.3.3

Structural characterization

Figure S 18. Comparison of 1D 1H NMR spectra of chemically (top panel) and enzymatically (CEPS, bottom panel)
cyclized [T20K]kB1-L6.
uV

Data1:20181114_[T20K]kB1_CEM.lcd Detector A Ch1:214nm
Data2:20181114_[T20K]kB1_CEM.lcd Detector A Ch2:280nm
Data3:20181114_[T20K]kB1_chemical cyclisation.lcd Detector A Ch1:214nm
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Figure S 19. Comparison of LC spectra of chemically (blue) and enzymatically cyclized [T20K]kB1-L6 (black).
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2.3.3.4

Cytotoxicity assay

HeLa cytotoxicity
100

% Inhibition

T20K_chem
T20K_enzy
50

0
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2

4

6

8

Concentration (M)
Figure S 20.Inhibition curves of [T20K]kB1 against HeLa cells. The percentage of inhibition was obtained in
triplicate and plotted as mean ± SEM using GraphPad Prism 7.

2.4
2.4.1

RTD-1
Structural characterization of RTD-1 B

Figure S 21. Comparison of 1D 1H NMR spectra of chemically (bottom panel) and enzymatically (top panel) cyclized
RTD-1.
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uV

450000

Data1:20181114_RTD-1_CEM.lcd Detector A Ch1:214nm
Data2:20181114_RTD-1_CEM.lcd Detector A Ch2:280nm
Data3:20181114_RTD-1_chemical cyclisation.lcd Detector A Ch1:214nm
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Figure S 22. Comparison of LC spectra of chemically (blue) and enzymatically cyclized RTD-1 B (black).
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